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Using Social Media
as an Educational
Tool

Who we are?

Kirsten Brown, PhD, MA
Katherine Chretien, MD

Twitter: @DrKirtyBrown
Instagram: @BuffNBlueAnat
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State of social media use
Why use social media
Overview of social media use in medical education
Case study: Buff and Blue Instagram
Case study: Reflective Writing Class Blog
Important Considerations
Questions

What is social media?
“Online environments where users contribute, retrieve, and
explore content primarily generated by fellow users” (pg. 2,
McGowan et al, 2012).

Twitter: @MotherinMed
Instagram: @KatherineChretien

The what, who, and
why of social media
use for medical
education

Who uses social media?
● Approximately 69% of the
American public uses some
aspect of social networking sites
(Pew Research Center, 2017)
● Although young adults were
among the earliest of the social
media adopters, older adult
usage has also surged (Pew
Research Center, 2017)
● Approximately 55% of
accredited medical schools
also have current student groups
on Facebook (Kind, Genrich,
Sodhi, & Chretien, 2010).
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Who uses social media?
#1
#2
#3

Why use social
media?
● Enhance social learning,
connection, community
● Harness power of social
media as interactive,
communication tools
● Optimize its benefits for
education (e.g., Bialy and
Jalai, 2015; Hennessey et al.,
2016; Jaffar, 2013; Pickering
and Bickerdike, 2016)

#4
UVA SOM Fac Dev (UVaSOMFacDev). "New to Twitter as a #meded professional? Check out our
tips for making the most of Twitter! https://t.co/fru2pvjQc1". 20 Jul 2017, 19:57 UTC. Tweet

Why use social media for
education?
A recent study identified that
100% of medical students
have a presence on social
media, but only 33% of
medical educators reported
using social networking
sites to interact with these
students (Bialy & Jalali, 2015)

Learning theories
MOTIVATION

REFLECTIVE LEARNING

● “Margin of Power”
(McKlusky, 1970)
● ARCS model for
motivational
design (Keller,
1987)

● Boud, 2001

SOCIAL CONNECTIONS
● Social Learning Theory
(Bandura, 1977, 1978)
● Communities of practice
(Wenger, 2000)
● Connectivism
(Siemens,2005)

Ileris (2007)

Examples of social
media use in medical
education

● Design
○ 14 studies included
○ Most common tool: blogs
○ Also wikis, chats, multimodal
● Challenges
○
○
○
○

Technical (43%)
Variable learning participation (43%)
Time (21%)
No adverse events
Acad Med 2013
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Sterling M et al, Use of Social Media in
GME (Acad Med 2017)
Opportunities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Learner engagement (71%)
Feedback (57%)
Enhanced collaboration (36%)
Professional development (36%)
Career advancement/networking (21%)
Supportive learning communities (14%)
Popular with learners (21%)
Access when geographically remote

Acad Med 2013

Key questions as you start…
What
outcomes will
I measure?

How will this
add value to
traditional
approach?

What are my
educational
goals?

What social
media
platform do I
want to use?

● Design
○ 29 studies included, 13 (45%) on education
○ Twitter, podcasts, blogs used to engage,
enhance education
○ YouTube, wikis used to teach technical skills,
promote self-efficacy
○ Modest quality as judged by MERSQI scores
● Results
○ Mixed results for resident satisfaction and
knowledge attainment
Acad Med 2017

Platform considerations
●
●
●
●
●

Strengths and features of platform
Demographics of use
Learner preference
Private/public
Moderation

Use of Twitter in meded
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Use of Twitter in meded

Use of podcasts in meded
● Literature review of podcasting in meded (Kor J Med
Ed, 2017) = 84 articles
○ Basic sciences, clinical education
○ 10-20 min, mean 18 min.
○ Most reaction outcomes > learning >behavior

● Podcasts resulted in superior knowledge gains over
text for orthopedic topics (J Surg Educ, 2017)

Use of podcasts in meded

Use of YouTube in meded
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Use of wikis in meded

Know thy platform!

Case: Buff and Blue Anatomy

Case studies for social
media use in medical
education

Questions before I started...
Outcomes?
Student
perceptions and
engagement

Value added?
Novel,
instant
feedback,
formative
assessment

Goals? Bridge
gap in formal
instructional time

● Problem: Reduction in formal
instructional time for the
anatomical sciences (Drake et al.,
2009; Drake, et al., 2014; Halliday
et al., 2014).
● Aim: Determine the efficacy of
social media-based instructional
technology as a means to
supplement traditional anatomy
instruction
● Setting: 15 week Fall 2017
semester; 3 integrated preclinical
courses
● Participants: MS2s (n=185)

Study Design
Survey Instrument
● General questions about
social media use (e.g.,
platforms, time spent)

Social media
platform?
Instagram

● Specific questions re:
engagement with
BuffNBlueAnat account

Analytic data what’s popular
● Impressions: number of
times your post is viewed
● Engagement: The total
number of likes,
comments and saves of
your posts
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Study Design

What did I post?

What did I post?

What did I post?

Results

Results

Students overwhelming found that
the account was a useful
supplement for their anatomical
studies, with a Likert score of 4.46
out of 5
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Results

Most popular posts were those of encouragement and
candid photos , NOT QUIZZES

Lessons learned
● Respondents overwhelmingly found that the
@BuffBluetAnat Instagram was a useful supplement
to traditional anatomical instruction.
● Those that viewed and interacted with the account
more frequently rated it significantly more useful
than those who viewed and interacted it with rarely
● Instagram enables interactions and connections
between users that can foster learning by tapping into
informal educational opportunities and maintaining
student motivation

Case: Reflective Writing Class
Blog
● Aim: Promote reflection on professional
development using collaborative, web-based
technology
● Setting: Four-week medicine clerkship rotation
● Participants: Third-year clinical medical students,
approximately 10 per 4-week rotation

Questions before I started...
Outcomes?
Satisfaction,
engagement,
reflectivity

Value added?
Asynchronous,
discuss issues
as they happen,
dialogue,
anonymity?

Goals? Reflection,
student professional
development,
discussion

Social media
platform?
Blog

Instructions
“Requirement: A minimum of two reflective posts per 4week rotation, with the first post within the first 2 weeks
to ensure classmates have a chance to read and
respond to your writing. There is no length or subject
requirement, but the posts must be reflective, that is,
not just telling a story but reflecting on how this
experience affects you or changes the way you
think about something. Commenting on other
classmates’ posts is encouraged. The facilitator will
read every post and give feedback in the form of
comments. Participation is required but not graded.”
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Program Evaluation

Program Evaluation
●
●
●
●

Descriptive analysis (number of posts, comments)
Student satisfaction survey
Qualitative analysis of themes in posts, comments
Applied reflection rubric for “depth” of reflection

● 91 students participated, 177 posts. 1/3 left
comments
● 53% chose anonymous name
● Most students enjoyed writing posts, reading posts,
and found instructor’s comments helpful.
● Post themes: being humanistic, professional
behavior, understanding caregiving relationships,
being a student, clinical learning, dealing with death
and dying.
● 8/177 posts not reflective

J Gen Intern Med 2008

J Gen Intern Med 2008

Important considerations
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Participation variable
Students wrote about sensitive issues
Hidden curriculum elements revealed, discussed
Burden of logistics
Not true anonymity in many cases
Faculty comments could spur deeper reflection
No professionalism or patient privacy issues

●
●
●
●
●
●

Public versus private
Outcome measures
Patient privacy
Professionalism
Expertise
Learner buy-in

J Gen Intern Med 2008

Wrap up

Questions?
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Thank you!
Kirsten Brown: kmbrown@gwu.edu
Katherine Chretien: kchretie@gwu.edu
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